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Amendment 1
Manuel Bompard
on behalf of The Left Group

Joint motion for a resolution
PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR, The Left
Recent human rights developments in the Philippines

Joint motion for a resolution
Recital E

Joint motion for a resolution Amendment

E. whereas the attacks on the exercise 
of the right to freedom of association have 
been systematic; whereas 50 extrajudicial 
killings of trade unionists have been 
committed under President Duterte’s 
administration; whereas the government 
has been using the pandemic to justify 
inaction and has postponed an International 
Labour Organization (ILO) high-level 
tripartite mission to the country;

E. whereas the attacks on the exercise 
of the right to freedom of association have 
been systematic; whereas between June 
2019 and August 2021, 16 trade unionists 
were arrested and detained, 12 forced to 
disaffiliate; whereas 50 extrajudicial 
killings of trade unionists have been 
committed under President Duterte’s 
administration; whereas the environment 
of fear created has severely undermined 
the ability of workers to exercise their 
rights protected by ILO Convention No 
87; whereas the government has been 
using the pandemic to justify inaction and 
has postponed an International Labour 
Organization (ILO) high-level tripartite 
mission to the country;

Or. en
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Amendment 2
Manuel Bompard
on behalf of The Left Group

Joint motion for a resolution
PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR, The Left
Recent human rights developments in the Philippines

Joint motion for a resolution
Paragraph 9

Joint motion for a resolution Amendment

9. Demands that the Philippine 
authorities immediately consult trade 
unions on a time-bound roadmap to 
implement the conclusions of the ILO 
virtual exchange report on the Philippines, 
and that they accept an ILO high-level 
tripartite mission to the Philippines without 
delay to monitor the implementation of the 
ILO’s 2019 conclusions;

9. Demands that the Philippine 
authorities immediately consult trade 
unions on a time-bound roadmap to 
implement the conclusions of the ILO 
virtual exchange report on the Philippines, 
and that they accept an ILO high-level 
tripartite mission to the Philippines before 
the 2022 ILO Conference to monitor the 
implementation of the ILO’s 2019 
conclusions;
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Amendment 3
Manuel Bompard
on behalf of The Left Group

Joint motion for a resolution
PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR, The Left
Recent human rights developments in the Philippines

Joint motion for a resolution
Paragraph 19

Joint motion for a resolution Amendment

19. Calls on the Philippine authorities 
to step up their efforts to ensure fair and 
free elections and a non-toxic environment 
for on- and offline campaigning; regrets, in 
this context, that the Philippine authorities 
have not invited the EU to conduct an 
election observation mission; calls on the 
Government of the Philippines to ensure a 
safe, free and fair electoral campaign and 
to take measures to ensure access for all to 
electoral resources; calls on the EU 
Delegation and EU Member States’ 
representations to give their full support to 
independent local election observers, to 
regularly meet with them and to closely 
follow up on any incidents reported during 
the election campaign, including by 
addressing these concerns directly with the 
Philippine authorities;

19. Calls on the Philippine authorities 
to step up their efforts to ensure fair and 
free elections and a non-toxic environment 
for on- and offline campaigning; regrets, in 
this context, that the Philippine authorities 
have not invited the EU to conduct an 
election observation mission; calls on the 
Government of the Philippines to ensure a 
safe, free and fair electoral campaign and 
to take measures to ensure access for all to 
electoral resources; calls on the EU 
Delegation and EU Member States’ 
representations to support sending an 
international electoral mission and give 
their full support to independent local 
election observers, to regularly meet with 
them and to closely follow up on any 
incidents reported during the election 
campaign, including by addressing these 
concerns directly with the Philippine 
authorities;

Or. en
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